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Abstract Drought causes serious yield losses in cotton
production throughout the world. Association mapping
allows identification and localization of the genes con-
trolling drought-related traits which will be helpful in
cotton breeding. In the present study, genetic diversity
analysis and association mapping of yield and drought
traits were performed on a panel of 99 upland cotton
genotypes using 177 SSR (simple sequence repeat)
markers. Yield parameters and drought tolerance-
related traits were evaluated for two seasons under two
watering regimes: water-stressed and well-watered. The
traits included seed cotton yield (SCY), lint yield (LY),

lint percentage (LP), water-use efficiency (WUE), yield
potential (YP), yield reduction (YR), yield index (YI),
drought sensitivity index (DSI), stress tolerance index
(STI), harmonic mean (HM), and geometric mean pro-
ductivity (GMP). The genotypes with the least change in
seed cotton yield under drought stress were Zeta 2,
Delcerro, Nazilli 87, and DAK 66/3 which were also
the most water-use efficient cultivars. The average ge-
netic diversity of the panel was 0.38. The linkage dis-
equilibrium decayed relatively rapidly at 20–30 cM
(r2 ≥ 0.5). We identified 30 different SSR markers asso-
ciated with the traits. Fifteen and 23 SSR markers were
linked to the traits under well-watered and water-stress
conditions, respectively. To our knowledge, most of
these quantitative yield and drought tolerance-
associated loci were newly identified. The genetic di-
versity and association mapping results should facilitate
the development of drought-tolerant cotton lines with
high yield in molecular breeding programs.
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Introduction

Humans have cultivated cotton (Gossypium spp.) for
thousands of years. Every part of the cotton plant is
useful. The seeds yield a high-quality oil, and the meal
and hull byproducts of oil extraction serve as fodder and
fertilizer. Paper can be made from the fibrous stems and
the root bark is an ingredient in herbal medicine.
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However, the plant’s most valuable commodity is its
seed fibers which are the main raw material of the
world’s textile industry. Demand for cotton is on the rise
as industrial development increases standards of living
worldwide. The top five cotton-producing countries are
India, China, the USA, Pakistan, and Brazil; together
they produce 76% of the world’s cotton. While Turkey
is eighth in cotton production, contributing only 3%, it
ranks in the top three in terms of yield (approximately
1700 kg ha−1 in 2016) (USDA-FAS 2016).

A wide range of biotic and abiotic stresses causes
serious yield losses in cotton including diseases such as
Verticillium and Fusarium wilts; insect pests such as
aphids, armyworms, and cutworms; and adverse soil
conditions such as drought, salinity, and mineral toxicity
(Saeed et al. 2011). Drought limits the movement of
water from the soil into the root, thereby resulting in
decreased osmotic potential of the plant. Plants have
various adaptations (drought tolerance mechanisms) to
overcome this abiotic stress. The three main mecha-
nisms are stomatal closure to reduce transpiration and
thereby sustain internal water potential (drought avoid-
ance), early blooming and early maturity to shorten the
life cycle (drought escape), and coping with water stress
without altering physiological or developmental fea-
tures (drought tolerance) (Iqbal et al. 2013).

Although cotton is known to have relatively good
drought tolerance, its response to water stress depends
on the developmental stage of the plant and the degree
and timing of dry periods. Water stress can cause flower
bud (square) shedding, reduced fiber elongation, altered
fiber wall thickness, and reduced boll size, all of which
result in poor fiber quality and decreased total cotton
yield. Breeding for drought tolerance presents chal-
lenges. Conventional breeding of drought-tolerant cot-
ton cultivars has been hampered by the complex genet-
ics of drought tolerance mechanisms, a lack of adequate
genetic variability for the trait in the crop and the sus-
ceptibility of drought-related traits to environmental
conditions (Levi et al. 2009). Nevertheless, many
breeders have applied classical breeding approaches to
achieve water-stress adaptation in cotton (Levi et al.
2009). One strategy has been to generate cultivars with
high yield under optimum irrigated conditions with the
expectation that the cultivar will produce a relatively
reasonable yield under limited irrigation (Quisenberry
et al. 1980). A second method has entailed direct selec-
tion for high yield under water-stress conditions
(Rosielle and Hamblin 1981). A third approach has been

to start with a drought-tolerant line and to improve its
yield (Saranga et al. 2004).

The development of molecular markers has provided
new avenues for improvement of quantitative traits
using a combination of molecular and traditional breed-
ing methods. The genetic factors or quantitative trait loci
(QTL) underlying traits of interest can be identified with
DNA markers and an appropriate plant population.
Markers linked with drought tolerance or yield can then
serve as tools for rapid and efficient marker-assisted
selection (MAS) in cotton (Shen et al. 2006).

Many QTL studies have examined morphological
characters, fiber quality, and productivity traits in cotton
(for example, Liang et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2012; Wu
et al. 2009; Mei et al. 2004). However, fewer QTL
analyses have looked at yield and physiological param-
eters under both water-limited and irrigated conditions.
The most notable studies were performed using an in-
terspecific population generated from a cross between
inbred lines G. hirsutum cv. Siv’on and G. barbadense
cv. F-177 (Saranga et al. 2001; Levi et al. 2009).
Saranga et al. (2001) examined F2 individuals from the
population and found that distinct subsets of the 161
identified QTLs were specific to the degree of water
availability. Thus 33 (20%) of the QTLs were detected
only under water-limited conditions whereas 13 (8%)
QTLs influenced the traits only under well-watered
conditions. Levi et al. (2009) used a marker-assisted
backcross strategy to generate near-isogenic lines
(NILs) in which target QTLs for yield and physiological
traits were introgressed fromG. hirsutum cv. Siv’on into
G. barbadense cv. F-177. The NILs and parents were
tested under well-watered and water-limited treatments
to assess the efficiency of marker-assisted selection
(MAS) in improving cotton drought tolerance. The
NILs displayed the expected phenotypes in many in-
stances, illustrating the success of the marker-based
QTL selection strategy. In another work, Saeed et al.
(2011) mapped physiological and morphological traits
in an F2 intraspecific population derived from
G. hirsutum cv. FH-901 (drought sensitive) and
G. hirsutum cv. RH-510 (drought tolerant) under both
well-irrigated and water-limited conditions. A total of
seven QTLs were detected: three under the water-stress
regime only and two under the well-watered regime
only. The results of these QTL studies suggest that
distinct sets of genetic loci control cotton productivity
and physiological quality under different conditions of
water availability. Combining alleles from these
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independent loci into a single genotype could possibly
produce a line adapted to both conditions. However
given the number of QTLs influencing key cotton traits
under water-limited conditions, breeding for drought
tolerance remains a daunting task.

In the present study, we performed association map-
ping to identify QTLs controlling yield and drought
tolerance traits for two seasons under both water-
limited and irrigated conditions. A panel of 99 upland
cotton genotypes (mostly cultivars used in commercial
production) was screened with 177 simple sequence
repeat (SSR) markers. Our findings should be useful
for developing drought-resistant cotton cultivars by
marker-assisted selection.

Materials and methods

Plant material

A germplasm panel composed of 99 upland cotton
genotypes (G. hirsutum L.) (Table S1) was provided
by Nazilli Cotton Research Station (Aydın, Turkey).
The panel consisted of cultivars bred and registered in
Turkey and those developed elsewhere. The genotypes
of the panel were selected based on their high geometric
mean productivity and low drought sensitivity index as
assessed by a previous agro-morphological analysis un-
der drought stress (Sezener et al. 2015).

Phenotypic evaluation

Field experiments were performed during the 2011 and
2012 growing seasons at the Agricultural Research Sta-
tion of Adnan Menderes University (ADU) and at
Özaltın Agricultural Enterprises Industry and Com-
merce Inc. (OAE), both of which are in Kocarli, Aydin,
Turkey. The region has sandy, loamy soil with average
annual precipitation of 657 mm. The field capacity
(water content) and wilting point of the experimental
fields ranged from 20.3 to 27.6% and from 7.2 to 9.7%,
respectively, at ADU; and from 12.7 to 14.1% and from
4.1 to 5.8%, respectively, at OAE. The 99 cotton geno-
types (94 cultivars and five controls: BA 119, Carmen,
Claudia, GSN 12, and Sahin 2000) were planted at 0.70-
m row width and 0.20-m spacing between individuals
on 19 May 2011 and 3 May 2012. Each genotype
occupied a single 12-m row with four replications in
an augmented experimental design. Two watering

regimes were applied using drip irrigation: well-
watered (100%, full irrigation) and water-limited
(50%, deficit irrigation). Both treatments were irrigated
when 50% of available soil moisture was consumed in
the 1.20-m root zone in the well-watered treatment.
The full irrigation treatment received about 626 mm
while the water-limited treatment received 313 mm
water during the growing period. Soil water content of
the plots was measured using the gravimetric method.
Before planting, a compound fertilizer (NPK 15-15-
15) was applied at a rate of 60 kg ha−1. Additional
nitrogen was applied before the first irrigation in the
form of 33% ammonium nitrate. Hand harvesting was
conducted on 29 September 2011 and 14 September
2012.

Yield traits and drought-related parameters were
measured under both well-watered (control) and water-
limited (water stress) field conditions. The traits includ-
ed seed cotton yield (SCY) (kg ha−1), lint yield (LY)
(kg ha−1), lint percentage (LP) (%), and water-use effi-
ciency (WUE). In addition, seven parameters were cal-
culated for each genotype by using combined data from
both locations and both well-watered and water-limited
trials to measure the effect of drought: yield potential
(YP), yield reduction (YR) (%), yield index (YI),
drought sensitivity index (DSI), stress tolerance index
(STI), harmonic mean (HM), and geometric mean pro-
ductivity (GMP).

Seed cotton yield was calculated as total weight of
seed cotton (kg) ha−1. Lint yield was measured as total
weight of lint (kg) ha−1. Lint percentage [g lint / (g lint +
g seed) × 100%] was determined after ginning the cotton
lint using a roller gin. Water-use efficiency was calcu-
lated using the formula: yield (Y) in kg ha−1 / total
applied water (mm) (Howell and Hiler 1975). Yield
potential was calculated as (Ŷs + Ŷp) / 2, where Ŷs and
Ŷp are the means of all genotypes under well-watered
and water-limited conditions, respectively (Rosielle and
Hamblin 1981). Percentage yield reduction was calcu-
lated as 100 − (Ys/Yp × 100). Yield index was calculated
as Ys/Ŷs (Gavuzzi et al. 1997). Drought sensitivity index
was calculated as (1 − Ys/Yp)/D, where D is 1 − (mean
yield of all cotton cultivars under water-limited
condition/mean yield of all cotton cultivars under well-
watered condition) (Fischer and Maurer 1978). Stress
tolerance index was calculated as (Yp × Ys)/(Ŷp)2

(Fernandez 1992; Kristin et al. 1997). Harmonic mean
was calculated as 2 (Yp × Ys) / (Yp + Ys) (Kristin et al.
1997) where Yp and Ys are mean yields of a given
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cultivar under well-watered and water-limited condi-
tions, respectively. Geometric mean productivity was
calculated as (Yp × Ys) ½ (Fernandez 1992; Kristin
et al. 1997). PAWS statistics software (SPSS Inc. Re-
leased 2009, PASW Statistics for Windows, Version
18.0, Chicago: SPSS Inc) with Pearson correlation,
two-tailed method, was employed to evaluate bivariate
correlation coefficients between traits.

DNA isolation

Young leaves were harvested from plants at the 4–5 leaf
stage and genomic DNA extraction was performed as
described by Doyle and Doyle (1987). DNA concentra-
tions were quantified using a Nanodrop ND-1000 spec-
trophotometer and adjusted to 50 ng/μl for further
analysis.

SSR analysis

A total of 177 pairs of SSR primers (DPL, BNL, DOW,
JESPR, TMB, CIR, MUSS, GH, MGHES, NAU, STV)
(Table S2) were used to detect polymorphic loci within
the population. The primer collection was selected to
span the entire genome with at least three markers per
chromosome. A core SSR primer set developed by Yu
et al. (2012) was also included. Primer information was
obtained from the Cotton Database Resources (www.
cottongen.org).

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) was conducted in a
total volume of 25 μl, containing 2.5 μl 10× PCR buffer
(50 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2,
pH 8.3), 1.5 μl MgCl2 (25 mM), 0.5 μl dNTP
(0.2 mM), 0.5 μl forward and 0.5 μl reverse primers
(10 pmol), 0.3 μl Taq polymerase (0.25 U), 18.2 μl
sterile ultra-distilled water, and 1 μl DNA (~ 50 ng/μl).
PCR conditions were optimized as follows: 1 cycle of
3 min at 94 °C for denaturation, 35 cycles with 1 min at
94 °C, 45 s at 55–60 °C annealing temperature (depend-
ing on primer pair), 1 min at 72 °C for extension, and a
final extension step of 10 min at 72 °C in BIO-RAD
Thermal Cycler™. A Fragment Analyzer™ Automated
CE System was used to separate DNA fragments at high
resolution with the DNF-900-55-DNA-35-500 bp sepa-
ration method. The data were analyzed using PROSize
2.0 analytical software. Allele sizes were determined by
binning fragments into ±2 base pair bins.

Diversity and population sub-structure analysis

Allelic data were scored dominantly with B1^ for pres-
ence, B0^ for absence, and B9^ for missing data. Gene
diversity values for the markers were calculated using
Gene Diversity software (GDdom) (Abuzayed et al.
2016). To identify genomic distances between cultivars,
DARwin5 (Dissimilarity Analysis and Representation
for Windows) (Perrier and Jacquemoud-Collet 2006)
was used with the Dice coefficient and the unweighted
neighbor-joining algorithm. To detect the sub-structure
of the population, STRUCTURE 2.3.4 software was
used (Pritchard et al. 2000). This program uses a
model-based clustering method with an admixture mod-
el to determine ancestry. For clustering, the length of the
burn-in period was 50,000 and MCMC (Markov Chain
Monte Carlo) replication after burn-in was 300,000 to
achieve accurate parameter estimation. For sub-
structure determination, cluster numbers (K) from 1 to
10 were tested with 20 iterations each. The Q matrix
showing the proportion of assignment to the most cor-
rect cluster for each individual was obtained from the
analysis and processed with the STRUCTURE HAR-
VESTER program (Earl and vonHoldt 2012) to visual-
ize STRUCTURE results and for implementation of the
Evanno method (Evanno et al. 2005) to decide the best
K. The cut-off value for assignment to subpopulations
was determined as 60%. Individuals with an assignment
probability lower than 60% were described as
Badmixed.^

Linkage disequilibrium analysis and LD decay

Pairwise linkage disequilibrium (LD) was estimated as
the correlation coefficient (r2) between all pairs of SSRs
using TASSEL 2.1 (Bradbury et al. 2007). Before
conducting LD analysis, it was important to filter geno-
type alignment data to remove minor alleles which
could bias LD estimations. Thus, SSR alleles with fre-
quencies below 0.05 were removed using the site filtra-
tion function. LD analysis was then performed on the
filtered dataset using the squared allele-frequency cor-
relations between marker pairs using the rapid permuta-
tion test with 10,000 shuffles (p ≤ 0.01). The LD decay
pattern was generated for significant data (p ≤ 0.01 and
r2 ≥ 0.01). LD analysis was performed with r2, as it is
considered a better LD parameter than D’ (Kruglyak
1999; Ardlie et al. 2002; Terwilliger et al. 2002). Chro-
mosomal positions of molecular markers were based on
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Blenda et al. (2012) and Yu et al. (2012). A and D sub-
genome chromosome assignments were based on Wang
et al. (2006).

QTL analysis

Linkage analysis was performed with TASSEL 2.1 soft-
ware using the general linear model (GLM) (Q) and
mixed linear model (MLM) (Q and K) methods to
identify QTLs for the yield and drought-related traits
(Bradbury et al. 2007). Significance levels were deter-
mined at p ≤ 0.01. Association analysis of the pheno-
types (morphological data) and genotypes (SSR allelic
data) was performed using the Q matrix calculated by
STRUCTURE 2.3.4 and the relative kinship among
individuals (K matrix) determined by TASSEL 2.1.

Results

Phenotypic evaluation

Yield traits and water-use parameters were evaluated
under both well-watered (Table S3) and water-limited
(Table S4) conditions. In addition, drought-related traits
were calculated using the well-watered and water-
limited data from both locations combined to determine
the response of cotton genotypes to water stress
(Table S5). Phenotypic distributions showed that all
traits segregated in a quantitative fashion and therefore
were suitable for QTL analysis (Figs. 1 and 2).

Seed cotton yield (SCY) ranged from 2440 to
6520 kg ha−1 with a mean of 4080 kg ha−1 under well-
watered conditions. In contrast, under water-limited
conditions, SCY ranged from 1790 to 3990 kg ha−1 with
a mean of 2980 kg ha−1. Lint yield ranged from 920 to
2370 kg ha−1 under the well-watered regime and from
650 to 1530 kg ha−1 under water-limited regime with
mean values of 1490 and 1100 kg ha−1, respectively.
Thus the mean values of both traits were reduced by ~
25% under drought conditions (SCY, 27%; LY, 26%).
Lint percentage showed no significant variation be-
tween the watering regimes, ranging from 31 to 40%
with a mean of 36% under well-watered conditions; and
from 32 to 42%with a mean of 37% under water-limited
conditions. Water-use efficiency (WUE) varied between
4 and 10.7 kg ha−1 mm−1 wi th a mean of
6.6 kg ha−1 mm−1 under well-watered regime. In

contrast, WUE ranged from 6 to 13.3 kg ha−1 with a
53% increase in the mean under water stress.

Drought parameters were calculated under water
stress (deficit irrigation 50%) conditions. Yield potential
of the different genotypes ranged from 212 to
526 kg ha−1 with a mean of 353 kg ha−1. Yield reduction
ranged from 0.5 to 51% with a mean of 26%. Yield
index ranged from 0.6 to 1.3 with a mean of 1. Drought
sensitivity index ranged from 0.1 to 1.9 with a mean of
0.95. Stress tolerance index varied between 0.3 and 1.6
with a mean of 0.7. Harmonic mean ranged from 207 to
495 kg ha−1 with a mean of 343 kg ha−1. Geometric
mean productivity varied between 209 and 510 kg ha−1

with a mean of 348 kg ha−1.
Strong positive correlations were found between

many of the traits as expected because some of them
used the same measurements for calculation. Under the
well-watered regime, seed cotton yield was correlated
(p < 0.01) with water-use efficiency (r = 0.99) and lint
yield (r = 0.94) (Table S6). Similarly, lint yield was
correlated with water-use efficiency (r = 0.94). Under
the water-limited regime, drought parameters (geomet-
ric mean productivity, harmonic mean, stress tolerance
index, water-use efficiency) showed highly significant
positive correlations (r > 0.80, at p < 0.01) with each
other. Drought sensitivity index was positively correlat-
ed with yield reduction (p < 0.01). The stress tolerance
and yield indices were also correlated (r = 0.86) (p <
0.01). Lint percentage did not show significant correla-
tion with any traits except yield potential (r = 0.52, at
p < 0.01). Negative correlations between traits tended to
be much weaker (r ≤ 0.34) (Table S7).

Diversity and population sub-structure analysis

The 177 SSR markers revealed a total of 967 fragments
among the 99 cultivars with an average of 5.5 alleles per
marker. Fragment lengths ranged from 76 to 434 bp.
The overall average genetic diversity of the SSR
markers ranged from 0.01 to 0.50 with a mean of 0.28.
Diversity analysis of the population was performed with
DARwin5 software. Because 50% of valid data was
required for each unit pair, the cultivars Delta Diamond,
Gloria, Nazilli 143, and Niab 111 were discarded from
the diversity analysis. The unweighted neighbor-joining
tree yielded four different sub-groups for the population
(Fig. 3 and Table S1). This distribution was confirmed
with principal coordinate analysis (PCoA) (data not
shown). These four sub-groups, described as Group 1,
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Fig. 1 Distributions of yield and drought traits within the germplasm panel under well-watered (a) and water-limited (b) regimes
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Fig. 2 Distributions of drought parameters within the germplasm panel
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Group 2, Group 3, and Group 4 were composed of 46, 8,
15, and 22 individuals, respectively. Four individuals
were not grouped: Auburn M, Delcerro, Sicala 3/2, and
SJ U 86. The pairwise dissimilarity values between
cultivars ranged from a low of 22% between TKY
9309 and GC 555 to a high of 60% between Sealand
542 and PG 2018. The mean pairwise dissimilarity was
38%. A high correlation existed between the pairwise
dissimilarities and distances as represented in the tree
(r = 0.92).

Sub-groups of the population were determined with
the software STRUCTURE. According to the results,
the ΔK value peaked at K = 2 with a smaller peak at
K = 4 (Fig. S1). Hence, the optimum cluster number to
avoid missing loci in the association analysis was
determined to be two (Q matrix at K = 2) (Table S8).
However, the secondary peak at K = 4 could support
dividing the population into four sub-groups. At K =
4, the population was assigned to sub-groups A, B, C
and D with 41 (41%), 3 (3%), 16 (16%), and 23 (23%)
individuals in each group, respectively (Table S1).
The individuals which failed to be assigned to a sub-
group (16, 16%) were considered Badmixed.^ The
inclusion of population structure results in the diver-
sity dendrogram (groups 1–4) revealed a high degree
of correspondence between the two sets of results
(Fig. 3). All individuals (100%) of sub-groups A

and B were assigned to group 1 and group 2, respec-
tively. Of sub-groups C and D, 94 and 96% of indi-
viduals were assigned to group 3 and group 4, respec-
tively. Four of 16 Badmixed^ individuals could not be
assigned to diversity groups (Auburn M, Delcerro,
Sicala 3/2 and SJ U 86); the rest being distributed
among group 1 (5), group 2 (5), and group 4 (2) (Fig.
3 and Table S1).

Linkage disequilibrium analysis and LD decay

Site filtration of minor alleles brought the allelic data
from 967 to 625 loci. Of 212,639 pairwise comparisons
of the 625 SSR loci across 99 G. hirsutum L. cultivars,
9185 (4.3%) marker pairs showed linkage disequilibri-
um at a significance level of p ≤ 0.01 and r2 ≥ 0.01, with
1.7% at p ≤ 0.001. LD analysis of pairwise estimates for
r2 ranged from 0.06 to 1 for markers located within 0–
170 cM. Most of the r2 values were between 0.06 and
0.3. The average r2 values (LD level) of global and
unlinked SSR marker pairs were 0.16 and 0.15, respec-
tively. For linked SSR marker pairs the average r2 was
0.25. The LD decay plot shows how r2 (LD) declined
with genetic distance (cM) between marker pairs. The
LD decayed relatively rapidly at 20–30 cM (r2 ≥ 0.5)
(Fig. S2).

Fig. 3 Genetic diversity of 95 upland cotton genotypes. Colors green, red, blue, and pink represent individuals of sub-groups A, B, C, and
D, respectively. BAdmixed^ individuals are in black
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QTL analysis

GLM (Q) and MLM (Q and K) models in TASSEL
software were used to determine associated SSR marker
loci under drought and irrigated conditions. Loci sup-
ported by both GLM and MLM analysis at a signifi-
cance level p ≤ 0.01 are reported here. Different sets of
loci were discovered to be associated with the two
watering regimes.

Well-watered conditions

Fifteen SSR markers distributed across 12 chromo-
somes were linked to four traits: seed cotton yield
(SCY), lint yield (LY), lint percentage (LP), and water-
use efficiency (WUE) under well-watered conditions
(Table 1). Of these trait-associated markers, ten were
distributed on D chromosomes and the remaining five
were on A chromosomes. The total phenotypic variation
explained (PVE) by individual markers (r2) ranged from

6 to 18%. Seven of the trait-associated markers were
relatively highly informative (GD values ≥ 0.3).

Seed cotton yield (SCY) was significantly associated
with markers CIR169180 (chromosome A07) and
DPL717434 (chromosome D11). Both markers had neg-
ative effects (− 30.4% and − 26.2% kg ha−1, respective-
ly) and explained 8–9% of the phenotypic variation in
the trait (Table 1).

Three SSRmarkers, two on A02 and A08 and one on
D01, were associated with lint yield (LY) with PVE
values ranging from 6 to 10% (Table 1). TMB0514191
had the largest positive effect (14 kg ha−1) while
BNL3474170 had a negative effect (− 8 kg ha−1) on lint
yield with the largest PVE (10%).

Eleven different SSR marker loci were significantly
associated with lint percentage (LP) with PVE values
ranging between 7 and 18% (Table 1). These LP-
associated marker loci ranged across nine chromosomes
with eight loci on D chromosomes (D01, D03, D06,
D07, D11, and D12) and three on A chromosomes

Table 1 Yield and drought-associated SSR markers under well-watered conditions as determined by GLM and MLM analysis

Trait Marker loci GLM MLM GD Chromosome location

p value r2 (%) p value Marker effecta

SCY CIR169180 0.0039 8 0.0089 − 30.4 0.21 c07 (A07)

DPL717434 0.003 9 0.0046 − 26.2 0.21 c21 (D11)

LY BNL3474170 0.0035 10 0.009 − 8.0 0.34 c08 (A08)

DPL322196 0.01 6 0.01 10.4 0.28 c15 (D01)

TMB0514191 0.0071 8 0.0057 14.0 0.32 c02 (A02)

LP BNL1227228 0.006 9 0.01 1.2 0.22 c26 (D12)

BNL3474170 5 × 10−4 14 0.0019 − 0.8 0.34 c08 (A08)

DPL009207 0.01 7 0.0049 0.7 0.34 c07 (A07)

DPL181176 0.003 10 0.0086 − 1.0 0.3 c21 (D11)

DPL223268 0.0027 12 0.0075 1.0 0.37 c16 (D07)

DPL322191 0.0074 8 0.01 − 0.6 0.28 c15 (D01)

DPL520197 5.2 × 10−4 12 0.0059 − 0.8 0.19 c25 (D06)

DPL520281 0.0012 11 0.0073 − 0.8 0.19 c25 (D06)

DPL717153 0.004 9 0.0079 − 0.9 0.21 c21 (D11)

TMB1356183 0.0027 9 0.008 − 0.8 0.18 c10 (A10)

TMB1910196 0.0075 8 0.01 0.9 0.18 c15 (D01)

TMB2018240 5.6 × 10−5 18 9.1 × 10−4 − 0.8 0.21 c17 (D03)

WUE CIR169180 0.0029 9 0.0072 − 0.1 0.21 c07 (A07)

DPL247167 7.3 × 10−4 11 0.01 0.1 0.36 c19 (D05)

DPL307207 0.0011 10 0.01 0.1 0.37 c23 (D09)

DPL717434 0.0041 8 0.0062 0.1 0.21 c21 (D11)

a The additive effects of the allele on the phenotype, either positive or negative
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(A07, A08, and A10). Six loci (DPL181176, DPL520281,
DPL520197 , DPL223268 , BNL3474170 , and
TMB2018240) had PVE values higher than 10%. The
additive effects of the individual alleles were less than ±
1.2%.

Four SSR markers, three on D chromosomes: D05,
D09, and D11 and one on A07, were associated with
water-use efficiency (WUE) with PVE values ranging
from 8 to 11% (Table 1). Among them, DPL247167 and
DPL307207 had the highest PVE values of 11 and 10%,
respectively (Table 1). The allelic effects of all four
markers were less than ± 0.1 kg ha−1.

Water-limited conditions

Twenty-three different SSRmarkers distributed across 17
chromosomes were linked to ten yield traits and drought
parameters under water-limited conditions (Table 2). Of
these loci, 14were distributed onD chromosomes and the
remaining nine markers were on A chromosomes. The
total phenotypic variation explained by the markers (r2)
ranged from 7 to 14% under water-limited conditions.
Thirteen of the associated marker loci were highly infor-
mative with GD value higher than 0.34.

Six SSRmarkers distributed across six chromosomes
were significantly associated with seed cotton yield
(SCY) with PVE values ranging from 9 to 13%
(Table 2). Of them, three were on D chromosomes
(D07, D08, and D09) and three were onA chromosomes
(A01, A08, and A11). Two allelic loci of TMB2068
(TMB2068140 and TMB2068146) had opposite effects
on SCY with negative and positive allelic effects of −
16.9 and 16 kg ha−1, respectively. BNL1034315,
BNL1667148, JESPR274137, JESPR157233, and
TMB2068140 had PVE values higher than 10%.

Eight SSR markers were associated with lint yield
(LY) with PVE values ranging from 7 to 12% (Table 2).
They ranged across six D chromosomes (D02, D05,
D07, D08, D09, and D13) and two A chromosomes
(A07 and A08). Two allelic loci of TMB2068
(TMB2068140 and TMB2068146) were negatively asso-
ciated with LY. The allelic effects of the marker loci
associated with LY ranged from − 7.1 to 8.7 kg ha−1.
Three markers DPL405265, JESPR157233, and
TMB2068140 had PVE values higher than 10%.

Eleven SSR markers distributed across 11 chromo-
somes were associated with lint percentage (LP) with
PVE values ranging from 7 to 14% (Table 2). Eight of
these markers were on D chromosomes (D01, D02,

D03, D05, D06, D07, D12, and D13) and the remaining
three were on A chromosomes (A07, A08, and A11).
Eight of the marker loci (BNL1227228, BNL3474170,
DOW006264, DPL223268, DPL322196, GH537161,
TMB1295271, and TMB2018240) had PVE values
higher than 10%. All LP-associated marker loci had
allelic effects less than ± 1.4%.

Five SSR markers were significantly associated with
water-use efficiency (WUE) explaining between 10 and
13% of the phenotypic variation in the trait (Table 2).
The markers were distributed on three D chromosomes
(D07, D08, and D09) and two A chromosomes (A01
and A11). Two allelic loci of TMB2068 (TMB2068140
and TMB2068146) were associated with WUE with
opposite but very low allelic effects. None of WUE-
associated markers’ allelic effects were higher than
0.1 kg ha−1. However, all marker loci had PVE values
higher than 10%.

Five SSR markers distributed on four chromosomes
were associated with yield reduction (YR) with PVE
values ranging from 7 to 12% (Table 2). Three of the
markers were on A chromosomes (A07 and A12) and the
remaining two were on D chromosomes (D07 and D11).
Only CIR169180 had a PVE value higher than 10%
(12%). However, two allelic loci of the marker DPL100
(DPL100160 and DPL100199) had negative (− 3.7%) and
positive (5%) allelic effects on YR, respectively.

Four SSR markers were associated with yield index
(YI) with PVE ranging from 8 to 13% (Table 2). They
were located on three D chromosomes (D07, D08, and
D09) and one A chromosome (A11). Two allelic loci of
t h e ma rke r JESPR274 ( JESPR2741 3 7 and
JESPR274230) had positive and negative effects on YI,
respectively. Moreover, two allelic loci of TMB2068
(TMB2068140 and TMB2068146) also had opposite but
very low allelic effects. None of the YI-associated mark-
er effects were higher than 0.1%. However,
BNL1034315, JESPR274137, JESPR157233, and
TMB2068140 had PVE values higher than 11%.

Five SSR markers distributed across five chromo-
somes were associated with drought sensitivity index
(DSI) with PVE values ranging from 7 to 12% (Table 2).
Three of the markers were on A chromosomes (A07,
A12, and A13) and two were on D chromosomes (D05
and D07). Three allelic loci of the marker DPL100
(DPL100160, DPL100175, DPL100199) were significant-
ly associated with DSI with PVE values of 12, 8, and
10%, respectively. All of the DSI-associated markers’
allelic effects were less than 0.2%.
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Table 2 Yield and drought associated SSR markers under water-limited conditions as determined by GLM and MLM analysis

Trait Marker loci GLM MLM GD Chromosome location (c)

p value r2 (%) p value Marker effecta

SCY BNL1034315 4 × 10−4 13 0.0072 − 12.4 0.37 Not certain

BNL1667148 0.0015 11 0.01 − 10.8 0.38 Not certain

DPL176274 0.0028 9 0.01 − 13.8 0.37 c08 (A08)

JESPR274137 8.1 × 10−4 12 0.0028 13.8 0.25 c23 (D09)

JESPR157233 1.8 × 10−4 13 0.0067 13.8 0.19 Not certain

TMB2068140 3.3 × 10−4 13 9.9 × 10−4 − 16.9 0.18 c16 (D07)

TMB2068146 0.0028 9 0.0069 16.0 0.18 c16 (D07)

LY DOW006264 0.0093 8 0.0055 8.3 0.38 c18 (D13)

DPL009207 0.0071 7 0.0044 6.2 0.34 c07 (A07)

DPL140240 0.01 9 0.01 6.5 0.45 c19 (D05)

DPL176275 0.0057 8 0.0068 8.7 0.37 c08 (A08)

DPL405265 7.1 × 10−4 12 0.0048 − 5.6 0.37 c14 (D02)

JESPR274137 0.0046 9 0.0057 5.7 0.25 c23 (D09)

JESPR157233 0.0016 10 0.0059 6.0 0.19 Not certain

TMB2068140 7.8 × 10−4 12 0.0016 − 7.1 0.18 c16 (D07)

TMB2068146 0.0048 8 0.0097 − 5.7 0.18 c16 (D07)

LP BNL1034205 0.01 7 0.01 0.9 0.37 Not certain

BNL1227228 0.0022 11 0.0061 1.4 0.22 c26 (D12)

BNL3474170 0.0028 11 0.0068 − 0.7 0.34 c08 (A08)

DOW006264 0.0007 14 0.001 1.4 0.38 c18 (D13)

DPL119127 0.0053 9 0.0054 − 0.9 0.4 c07 (A07)

DPL223268 0.0019 13 0.0053 1.2 0.37 c16 (D07)

DPL322196 0.0025 10 0.0015 1.2 0.28 c15 (D01)

DPL405265 0.0047 9 0.01 − 0.7 0.37 c14 (D02)

GH537161 0.0014 13 8.1 × 10−4 −1.2 0.28 c25 (D06)

TMB1295271 4.8 × 10−4 13 0.0021 − 0.9 0.28 c19 (D05)

TMB2018240 6.6 × 10−4 13 0.0055 − 0.7 0.21 c17 (D03)

WUE BNL1034315 7 × 10−4 12 0.0089 0.1 0.37 Not certain

BNL1667148 0.0011 12 0.0098 0.1 0.38 Not certain

JESPR274137 7.9 × 10−4 12 0.0025 0.1 0.25 c23 (D09)

JESPR157233 4.4 × 10−4 12 0.01 0.1 0.19 Not certain

TMB2068140 2.8 × 10−4 13 9.3 × 10−4 − 0.1 0.18 c16 (D07)

TMB2068146 0.0023 10 0.0058 0.1 0.18 c16 (D07)

YR CIR169180 7.3 × 10−4 12 7.4 × 10−4 6.3 0.21 c07 (A07)

DPL009207 0.0085 7 0.0069 3.6 0.34 c07 (A07)

DPL100160 0.0073 8 0.0079 − 3.7 0.44 c12 (A12)

DPL100199 0.0049 9 0.0054 5.0 0.44 c12 (A12)

DPL717277 0.0055 8 0.0057 2.9 0.21 c21 (D11)

TMB2068140 0.0089 8 0.0083 − 3.5 0.18 c16 (D07)

YI BNL1034315 4.2 × 10−4 13 0.0082 0.1 0.37 Not certain

JESPR274137 0.0015 11 0.0043 0.1 0.25 c23 (D09)

JESPR274230 0.0094 8 0.0034 − 0.1 0.25 c23 (D09)

JESPR157233 2 × 10−4 13 0.0094 0.1 0.19 Not certain
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Stress tolerance index (STI), harmonic mean (HM),
and geometric mean productivity (GMP) were each
signi f icant ly associa ted with two markers :
BNL1034315 (location not certain; A11, D03, or D11;
Blenda et al. 2012) (PVE ≥ 11%) negatively affected the
traits (12.6, 12.7, and 0.1, respectively), while
JESPR274137 (PVE ≥ 9%) positively affected these
three traits (13.2, 13.2, and 0.1, respectively) (Table 2).

Discussion

In the present study, a germplasm panel of 99 upland
cotton genotypes was evaluated with 177 genome-wide
SSR markers to assess genetic diversity and perform
association analysis of yield and drought parameters
under two watering regimes. This analysis also revealed
which of the lines showed the greatest phenotypic sta-
bility under drought stress conditions.

The genotypes showing the least change in seed
cotton yield under drought stress were Zeta 2 (0%),
Delcerro (− 2%), Nazilli 87 (− 3%), and DAK 66/3 (−
4%). Lint yield was fairly stable under drought stress in
three of the same genotypes: Zeta 2 (+2%), Delcerro
(−1%), DAK 66/3 (−3%), and also Vulcano (− 3%). Lint
percentage (LP) was not altered much by watering

regime. In Stoneville 213 and Vulcano LP increased 8
to 9% under drought stress indicating the potential of
these cultivars to adapt to drought conditions. Water-use
efficiency increased in all genotypes under drought
stress. The top-performing genotypes were, of course,
those which had little change in yield under drought:
Zeta 2 (100%), Delcerro (100%), Nazilli 87 (91%), and
DAK 66/3 (88%).

Under drought condi t ions, Np Ege 2009
(525 kg ha−1), Nazilli M39 (452 kg ha−1), Sj U 86
(434 kg ha−1), Barut 2005 (430 kg ha−1), Nazilli 143
(429 kg ha−1), and Np Ozbek 100 (426 kg ha−1) had the
highest yield potential. In contrast, yield reduction (x̄ =
26%) was lowest in Zeta 2 (0%), Delcerro (2%), Nazilli
87 (3%), and DAK 66/3 (4%). Yield index was higher
than the average value of 1 in 63 genotypes. The best
genotypes were Np Ege 2009 (1.3) and DAK 66/3 (1.3).

High (≥ 1) and low (≤ 1) drought sensitivity index
(x̄ = 0.95) indicates susceptibility and tolerance against
drought stress, respectively. Fifty-six genotypes showed
some level of drought tolerance. The top five genotypes
were Zeta 2 (0.1), Nazilli 87 (0.2), DAK 66/3 (0.3), Niab
999 (0.3), and Delcerro (0.3). Forty-three genotypes did
not show significant level of drought tolerance. The
most sensitive cultivars were Taskent 1 (1.9), Tamcot
22 (1.7), Taskent Uzbek (1.7), and Coker 208 (1.5).

Table 2 (continued)

Trait Marker loci GLM MLM GD Chromosome location (c)

p value r2 (%) p value Marker effecta

TMB2068140 3.5 × 10−4 13 0.0012 − 0.1 0.18 c16 (D07)

TMB2068146 0.0028 9 0.0068 0.1 0.18 c16 (D07)

DSI CIR169180 0.0025 10 0.0027 0.2 0.21 c07 (A07)

DOW053367 0.0083 8 0.0097 0.1 0.45 c19 (D05)

DPL100160 7.2 × 10−4 12 9.5 × 10−4 − 0.2 0.44 c12 (A12)

DPL100175 0.0059 8 0.0076 0.2 0.44 c12 (A12)

DPL100199 0.0022 10 0.0028 0.2 0.44 c12 (A12)

JESPR153127 0.008 8 0.0095 0.1 0.37 c13 (A13)

TMB2068160 0.01 7 0.01 0.2 0.18 c16 (D07)

STI BNL1034315 8.1 × 10−4 12 0.01 − 0.1 0.37 Not certain

JESPR274137 0.0024 10 0.01 0.1 0.25 c23 (D09)

HM BNL1034315 6.4 × 10−4 12 0.01 − 12.7 0.37 Not certain

JESPR274137 0.0031 10 0.01 13.2 0.25 c23 (D09)

GMP BNL1034315 0.001 11 0.01 − 12.6 0.37 Not certain

JESPR274137 0.0036 9 0.01 13.2 0.25 c23 (D09)

a The additive effects of the allele on the phenotype, either positive or negative
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Stress tolerance index (x̄ = 0.7) was highest in Np
Ege 2009 (1.6), Nazilli M39 (1.2), Barut 2005 (1.1),
and Nazilli 143 (1.1). Harmonic mean (x̄ = 343) and
geometric mean productivity were highest in the same
genotypes: Np Ege 2009 (495 and 510 kg ha−1, respec-
tively), Nazilli M39 (437 and 444), Barut 2005 (421 and
425).

Stoneville 453, Caroline Queen, Sayar 314,
Cukurova 1453, Nazilli 84, Nazilli 87, Ersan 92, and
Ege 7913 are widely grown in Turkey (Cukobirlik
2017). Two of these cultivars (Ersan 92 and Nazilli 87)
performed well in our study under drought conditions.
Our study identified several other genotypes with good
drought tolerance. For example, yield component traits
were fairly stable in DAK 66/3, Ms. 30/1, Zeta 2,
Delcerro, Delcerro Ms., Niab 999, and Vulcano under
water-limited conditions. Changes in climate (tempera-
ture, precipitation) can have profound impacts on agri-
cultural production including cotton yield (ITC 2011).
Cotton genotypes that show little change in yield-based
traits between well-watered and water-stress conditions
may bemore adaptive and less susceptible to unforeseen
changes in climate.

A total of 967 marker loci were generated from 177
SSRs with an average of 5.5 alleles per marker. Previous
analyses of cotton SSR markers (Qin et al. 2015; Nie
et al. 2016; Cai et al. 2014; Du et al. 2016; Zhang et al.
2011) have revealed somewhat lower levels of polymor-
phism, with averages ranging from 2.2 to 5.1 alleles per
marker. Diversity analysis of the germplasm panel re-
vealed an average genetic diversity (GD) of 38%. This is
consistent with previous molecular marker studies in
which different panels of upland cotton cultivars were
analyzed with SSR markers that revealed average ge-
netic diversity of 36 and 38% (Du et al. 2016; Nie et al.
2016). However, the genetic diversity of our germplasm
panel is much higher than reported (13%) in an analysis
o f 335 , mos t l y Uzbek , co t t on acces s i ons
(Abdurakhmonov et al. 2008).

Cotton is one of the earliest domesticated fiber crops.
The first trace of domesticated G. hirsutum L. (upland
cotton) dates to 3400–2300 B.C. (Rajpal et al. 2016).
Domestication and subsequent breeding has restricted
the gene pool of cotton resulting in the low genetic
diversity of modern cultivated cotton lines. Our diversi-
ty results (Fig. 3) revealed that individuals from the
same breeding program exhibited close similarity to
each other and clustered in the same diversity groups.
For example: DPL 6 (12) and DPL 882 (14) had 76%

similarity; BA 525 (90) and BA 308 (89) had 71%
similarity; and Taskent 1 (66) and Taskent 6 (67) had
72% similarity. Our results clearly show the conse-
quences of intensive breeding on genetic diversity in
cotton. Our findings could provide useful information
for breeders looking to enhance genetic diversity in their
programs by selecting elite cotton genotypes based on
their dissimilarity.

Linkage disequilibrium is defined as the non-random
co-segregation of loci through generations. Association
mapping uses this property to predict the association of
marker loci/chromosomal regions with a trait/phenotype
(Ersoz et al. 2007). In our study, only 4.3% of linked (on
the same chromosome) and unlinked (on different chro-
mosomes) SSR locus pairs were in LD (p ≤ 0.01) which
is considerably lower than in previous studies (9.4, 17.3,
and 21% as reported by Qin et al. 2015; Nie et al. 2016;
Mei et al. 2013, respectively). As the coefficient of
determination (r2) approaches 1 for two loci, those loci
co-occur more frequently in the population. Analysis of
pairwise LD based on average r2 (LD level) revealed
that linked marker pairs were higher (an average r2 =
0.25) than all entire (an average r2 = 0.16) and unlinked
marker pairs (an average r2 = 0.15). This is similar to the
results of previous studies that clearly showed that
physical linkage affects the detection of LD (Mei et al.
2013; Zhao et al. 2014).

In our study, genome-wide LD extended to 74.2 cM
at the level of r2 = 0.1 and it rapidly decayed to
22.45 cM at r2 = 0.5, much higher values than reported
by others (25 cM (r2 ≥ 0.1), 12–13 cM (r2 = 0.1) and
8.6 cM (r2 > 0.1) as reported by Abdurakhmonov et al.
2009; Mei et al. 2013; Qin et al. 2015, respectively). LD
is affected by many factors: genetic drift, natural selec-
tion, and especially recombination rate. LD tends to be
high (low decay) in self-pollinated crops because of
their low effective recombination rate. While cotton is
naturally cross-pollinating, it has been bred to be self-
pollinating as a means of maintaining genomic purity in
the crop (Simpson 1954) Therefore, we expect the LD in
upland cotton to be relatively high, as demonstrated in
our study.

The extent of decay in LD indicates how many
markers (marker density) are required for association
analysis. The genome of tetraploid cotton spans
5200 cM (Paterson and Smith 1999). Hence, our LD
decay rate suggests that nearly 230 polymorphic
markers are required to implement association analysis
correctly. As previously stated, we used 967 marker loci
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dispersed across the tetraploid cotton’s 26 chromo-
somes, thus providing sufficient theoretical coverage.

Many QTL analyses related to fiber and yield traits
under different environments have been published for
cotton (Wang et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2013; Qin et al.
2015; Wang et al. 2015; Jamshed et al. 2016) while
drought tolerance in cotton has been considered in only
a few reports (Saranga et al. 2001; Saranga et al. 2004;
Saeed et al. 2011; Zheng et al. 2016). In our study, an
association analysis combining drought tolerance and
yield parameters was conducted. We identified 30 dif-
ferent QTLs for all yield and drought parameters in
G. hirsutum under both watering regimes. Among them,
15 QTLs were identified under well-watered and 23
QTLs under water-limited conditions. These 30 QTLs
were widely distributed on 19 chromosomes. Chromo-
somes A03, A04, A05, A06, A07, D04, and D10 were
not associated with any of the traits we analyzed. The
majority of SSR markers (63%; 19 loci) mapped within
the D sub-genome and the remainder to the A sub-
genome. This finding is consistent with the greater
diversity of the D sub-genome (Paterson et al. 2000).
A high degree of polymorphism in the D sub-genome
has also been reported in QTL analyses of fiber quality
(Jiang et al. 1998), plant structure (Jiang et al. 2000),
disease tolerance (Wright et al. 1998), and drought
tolerance traits (Paterson et al. 2000; Saranga et al.
2001).

Several marker loci were associated with more than
one trait which was expected given the related nature of
most of the traits. Under water-stress conditions,
BNL1034 (location not certain, A11, D03 or D11;
Blenda et al. 2012) was associated with seven traits
(SCY, LP, WUE, YI, STI, HM, and GMP), TMB2068
on D07 was associated with six traits (SCY, LY, WUE,
YR, YI, and DSI), and JESPR274 on D09 was associ-
ated with seven traits (SCY, LY, WUE, YI, STI, HM,
and GMP). These markers could potentially lie within
genomic regions controlling drought tolerance.

Interestingly, CIR169 on A07 was associated with
different traits under the two different regimes: SCYand
WUE under well-watered conditions and YR and DSI
under water-stress conditions (Table 2). Furthermore,
we identified completely different sets of marker loci
for the traits (except LP) under the two watering regimes
suggesting that different alleles may be activated in
response to drought conditions. G. hirsutum is an allo-
polyploid species (n = 2× = 26, AADD) that originated
from a hybridization event between two different

diploid genomes (an African or Asian species with an
American species) (Wendel and Cronn 2001). Subse-
quent genome doubling has resulted in the multiplica-
tion of genes in each sub-genome (Reinisch et al. 1994;
Saranga et al. 2001) and the possibility of genetic re-
dundancy (Gottlieb 2003) as well as functional diver-
gence of duplicate genes.

Marker loci with high PVE and positive effects could
be useful for marker-assisted selection of yield and
drought tolerance traits under water-limited conditions.
For example, TMB2068146 had a relatively strong pos-
itive effect (16%; PVE = 9%) on seed cotton yield
(SCY) (Table 2) suggesting that this marker could be
useful for increasing SCYunder water stress conditions.
However, TMB2068140 was also associated with SCY
with relatively high negative allelic effect of 16.9%
(PVE = 13%) (Table 2). Therefore, selection against this
negative allele would be just as important as selection
for the positive allele TMB2068146 when using this
marker to breed for improved seed cotton yield.

One way of targeting potentially useful loci for
marker-assisted selection is to compare our results with
those of previous QTL analyses using these SSR
markers. BNL1227 was also associated with lint per-
centage in a study by An et al. (2010). The markers
JESPR153 and JESPR274, associated with the yield
and drought components in our study, were identified
with fiber traits in previous studies: JESPR153 with
fiber elongation and fiber length (Shen et al. 2005)
and with fiber strength (Cai et al. 2014; Wang et al.
2015; Qin et al. 2015); JESPR274 with fiber
micronaire (Wang et al. 2012; Qin et al. 2015). Thus,
these markers are important targets for marker-
assisted selection.

In conclusion, we identified 30 different SSR marker
loci associated with drought and yield components
under two watering regimes. Our study is unique in
looking at drought and yield traits under both well-
watered and water-limited conditions. To our knowl-
edge, most of the loci associated with the aforemen-
tioned traits were newly identified. The genetic diver-
sity and association mapping results should facilitate
the introgression of quantitative trait loci and the
development of drought-tolerant cotton lines with
high yield.
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